MOTUL® Plastics Clean removes dust and cleans all plastic surfaces inside the passenger compartment (dashboard, door panels, carbon-type composite elements, screens, etc.), leaving a pleasant scent and a satin finish appearance pleasant to the touch.

**PERFORMANCES**

Brightens and revives the colors of plastics, carbon elements, paints and varnishes throughout the car.
Restores all interior plastics and trims with a natural satin look.
Dries without leaving traces and leaves a shiny and dry protective film.
Protects against dust.
Slides water and prevents dirt from sticking.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Spray the product on the MOTUL® Plastics Microfibre.
Clean the surface, then wipe with a clean microfiber.
For heavily fouled areas, spray the product evenly 20 cm from the surface to be treated and wipe with the MOTUL® Plastics Microfibre.
DO NOT USE on the steering wheel, pedals or on glasses.
DO NOT USE under direct sunlight or on hot surfaces.
Refer to the MSDS sheet and the information mentioned on the spray.